The properties of one-particle and particle-pair diffusion in rotating and stratified turbulence are studied by applying the Rapid Distortion Theory to a Kinematic Simulation of the Boussinesq equation with a Coriolis term. We discuss the simplified Corrsin hypothesis and restrict the validity of its predictions to pure rotation. We emphasize the existence of two τ -regimes driven by very different physics when rotation is present. Particular attention is given to the locality-in-scale hypothesis for two-particle diffusion both in the horizontal and the vertical directions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rapidly rotating turbulence with or without stratification is to be found in many geophysical or industrial flows.
In this paper the flow field is described by the simplified Boussinesq approximations based on Rapid Distortion Theory (RDT). We use the Kinematic Simulation (KS) discussed in [20] (see references therein). More details of the RDT model on stratified and rotating turbulence can also be found in [2] . This paper addressed the question of the validity of Corrsins simplified hypothesis, which states the equivalence between Eulerian and Lagrangian correlations. Vertical correlations were found to follow this postulate, but not the horizontal ones.
The properties of one-particle and particle-pair diffusion in high Reynolds number and low Froude number stably stratified non decaying turbulence were presented in detail in [17] .
The properties of one-particle and particle-pair diffusion in rotating and stratified turbulence were studied in [20] .
KS are a very good tool for understanding the role of the linear terms in the Boussinesq equation and our results show that these terms can explain many features concerning one-and two-particle diffusion. Our approach is to understand fully their role before moving on to more complex models.
In Kinematic Simulation (KS), in order to derive the Lagrangian trajectories one has to integrate an "a priori" Eulerian velocity field: dx dt = u(x, t) (1) * Electronic address: Emailaddress:F.Nicolleau@Sheffield.ac. uk knowing the initial conditions for the fluid element (alias particle in this paper) x 0 and u(x 0 , 0). After its release the particle will experience the action of all scales, and KS must therefore retain information about all scales not only large ones. Hence in KS the velocity field u(x, t) is modelled with the same accuracy from the largest down to the smallest scale.
KS were first developed for homogeneous isotropic turbulence where incompressibility and an energy power law spectrum were prescribed [e.g. 3, 5, 6, and references therein]. It appears from [4, 13, 15] that for many Lagrangian properties no particular time-dependence needs to be introduced and a 'frozen' 3-D Eulerian velocity field can generate many Lagrangian properties of the turbulence. The three-dimensionality of streamlines ensures all the necessary time-decorrelations to obtain ballistic régime, random walk régime and Richardson régime for particle pairs initially separated by η the Kolmogorov length scale [19] .
For stably stratified flows an analysis of the Lagrangian velocity time-correlation [2, 9, 17] shows that its timedependence is far more complex than for homogeneous isotropic turbulence and is crucial for the prediction of particle diffusion along the axis of stratification.
Comparisons of KS results with RDT and DNS results can be found in [2] , additional DNS results can also be found in [11] .
In this paper, we consider a flow subjected to both stratification and rotation characterised respectively by a Brünt-Väissälä frequency N and a rotation rate Ω. We investigate one and two-particle diffusion along the vertical axis and in the plane orthogonal to the vertical axis. The rotation Ω, gravity and mean density gradient are all in the direction of the vertical axis referred to as the third axis throughout this paper: Ω = (0, 0, Ω), g = (0, 0, −g). The stratification is stable and the turbulence non-decaying.
In § II we introduce the KS model and its notations, we also introduce the locality-in-scale assumption as it is to be discussed in this paper. Results for the combined effect of stratification and rotation are given in § III for one-particle statistics and in § IV for particle-pair statistics. Section V summarises this paper's main conclusions. Our KS is based on the Boussinesq assumption. We consider a stably stratified fluid at static equilibrium, with pressure p(x 3 ) and density ρ(x 3 ) varying only in the direction of stratification that is along the vertical axis x 3 (see figure 1) . Hence dp/dx 3 = −ρg where g = (0, 0, −g) is the gravitational acceleration and we set x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) in cartesian coordinates. Under Boussinesq approximation the perturbation density ρ ′ is assumed much smaller that the density ρ so that
where Θ = ρ ′ ρ . The rotation intervenes as a coriolis term 2Ω × u superimposed on the stratified flow dynamics:
with Ω the rotation vector. In this paper the study is limited to a rotation in the direction of stratification that is Ω = (0, 0, Ω). As in [17] for the sake of simplicity we omit terms describing molecular diffusion and viscosity. Though there is no theoretical difficulty to incorporate these terms, in practice they make computations rather cumbersome. The perturbation velocity u(x, t) is also assumed incompressible:
B. Linearised Boussinesq equations with rotation
Consider an initial velocity field u(x, 0) with spatial fluctuations over a wide range of length-scales, the smallest of these length-scales being η. In the limit where the microscale Froude number and the microscale Rossby number are much smaller than 1, i.e. F r η ≡ u(η)
Ωη ≪ 1, (where u(η) is the characteristic initial velocity fluctuation at scale η), and in the case where u(η) corresponds to the smallest characteristic time-scale in the initial flow, the Eulerian Boussinesq equations (2) and (3) may be approximated by their linear counterparts
We use the Fourier transformũ(k, t) of u(x, t) to solve equations (5) and (6) so that the incompressibility constraint (4) is transformed into k.ũ(k, t) = 0 whilst the pressure field gradient is transformed into a vector parallel to k in Fourier space. Letting e 3 be the unit vector in the direction of stratification and e 1 , e 2 two unit vectors normal to each other and to e 3 (so that x = x 1 e 1 + x 2 e 2 + x 3 e 3 and g = −ge 3 ), the CrayaHerring frame (see figure 2) is given by the unit vectorŝ
|k×c1| . In the Craya-Herring frame the Fourier transformed velocity fieldũ(k, t) lies in the plane defined by c 1 and
and is therefore decoupled from the pressure fluctuations which are along k. This decomposition is generic for any divergence-free velocity field, and related to a classical toroidal-poloidal one in physical space. Where toroidal refers to the componentṽ 1 (k, t)c 1 whereas poloidal refers to the componentṽ 2 (k, t)c 2 . The toroidal mode is purely horizontal, whereas the poloidal mode will yield an horizontal and vertical component.
Incompressible solutions of equations (5) and (6) in Fourier space and in the Craya-Herring frame are [7] :
(10) where θ = θ(k) is the angle between k and e 3 , σ r = 2Ω cos θ, σ s = N sin θ, σ = √ σ r 2 + σ s 2 , and the initial conditions areṽ 1 (k, 0),ṽ 2 (k, 0) andΘ(k, 0).
In this paper the study is limited to the caseΘ(k, 0) = 0 (zero initial potential energy), in which case the equations (8), (9) , (10) becomẽ
It is worth here to introduce [2] 's approach (see also [12] ): stably stratified turbulence and rotating turbulence can be considered as the superposition of a vortex mode and an internal wave mode. The vortex and internal wave mode are linearly independent, only linked through nonlinear terms in (3). Linear dynamics only affects the wave mode, and consists of periodic exchanges of energy between the wave part of the velocity (identical to the poloidal component only for pure stratification) and the buoyancy field, if stratification is present. In the case of pure rotation, only kinetic energy is concerned, and inertial waves exchange energy between poloidal and toroidal components of the velocity field.
C. KS velocity field
We generalise [17] 's KS velocity field for stratified turbulence. Here, a homogeneous isotropic turbulent field is subjected to rotation with or without stratification. The KS model of turbulent diffusion in rotating or/and stratified non-decaying turbulence consists in solving
to obtain an ensemble of Lagrangian trajectories x(t) from the velocity field
where ℜ stands for the real part,ṽ 1 (k mn , t) obeys equation (11) andṽ 2 (k mn , t) equation (12) .ṽ 1 (k mn , 0), v 2 (k mn , 0) are specified initial conditions randomly chosen in accordance with an energy spectrum E(k) that has a −5/3 large-wavenumber scaling, that is:
The spectrum is characterised by the rms value of the velocity fluctuation
the integral length-scale
of the initial isotropic turbulence and the Kolmogorov length scale η. We also introduce t d the eddy turnover time associated to L and u ′ as follows
and τ η the characteristic time associated to the inner (viscosity simulating) length-scale:
In this paper we choose the values M θ = 20 and N k = 50 for the cases with both stratification and rotation. For pure rotation it was found that a refined discretisation of the angles θ is needed and we choose For sake of simplicity we introduce the following notations
where t 0 is the time of release of the particle, x i is the ith component of the particle's position vector x, x 1 refers to the first particle of the particle-pair and x 2 to the second particle of the pair. Subscripts h and v when they are substituted to i indicate respectively horizontal and vertical properties. The strength of the stratification is characterised by the Froude number F r:
and the strength of the rotation by the Rossby number Ro:
When rotation is superimposed on stratification or vice versa, different flow structure interactions result in different behaviours for both one-and two-particle diffusions. A parameter defined as
is used to classify the turbulence. If B > 1 the turbulence is called rotation dominated whereas it is referred to as stratification dominated if B < 1.
D. The locality-in-scale hypothesis
The locality-in-scale assumption was introduced in [21] and [1] according to which the pair diffusivity
it can easily be shown that this assumption leads to
and equivalently, to
where we neglect initial separation terms [6, 14] . For an anisotropic flow we can define a coefficient β h based on the horizontal diffusivity as follows
In [19] it was shown that the best way to estimate Richardson's locality assumption is to study Richardson's coefficient β defined by equation (25) . Though the diffusivity d dt < ∆ 2 > and the pair rms separation δ are functions of time, time does not appear explicitly in equation (25) which simplifies greatly the study of the effect of the initial condition and enables clear conclusions on the validity of the locality-in-scale assumption. If β is constant then the locality-in-scale assumption is verified, otherwise β will measure the departure from this assumption. We also define χ i (where i = 1, 2, 3 for pair-diffusion in different directions) as the range of δ η over which the locality assumption is observed. (We discussed in [20] the reasons for extending this interpretation to stratified or rotating turbulence).
III. ONE-PARTICLE DIFFUSION IN STRATIFIED AND ROTATING TURBULENCE
Case Ω N L u For different values of B, the results of one-particle diffusion are compared to those obtained in purely stratified turbulence and purely rotating turbulence. The discussion is carried out in terms of B < 1 and B > 1. In each case, turbulence parameters u ′ , L, η and N or Ω (as long as B is kept constant) are varied. The different cases are reported in table I. The one-particle horizontal and vertical diffusions are investigated separately. Scalings for the one-particle diffusion in both rotation-dominated turbulence and stratification-dominated turbulence are proposed.
< ζ
One popular simplifying hypothesis that has been used for computing particle diffusion is the simplified Corrsin hypothesis which consists in replacing the Lagrangian correlation <ẋ i (s)ẋ i (s ′ ) > by its Eulerian counterpart. Furthermore, one can use the linear formula as an estimation for the Eulerian velocities this is the RDT/SCH method introduced in [2] .
A. One-particle horizontal diffusion in stratified and rotating turbulence
For pure rotation the formula for horizontal dispersion is given in [2] (eq 4.12):
Ωt (28) where Si(s) = s 0 u −1 sin udu. This equation derived from the simplified Corrsin hypothesis explains the two asymptotic behaviours observed for one-particle horizontal diffusion for pure rotation: The ballistic régime when Ωt → 0 and the τ -régime when Ωτ → ∞. A similar equation can be derived for pure stratification from [2] (equation 4.7 with σ r = 0):
(30) It is worth emphasising here that equation (30) does not contain any information of the turbulence or non-linear characteristic time L/u ′ , so that the τ 2 -régime that is known to last up to times of the order of L/u ′ in the case of pure stratification cannot be related to (30). This is why [2] concluded that the simplified Corrsin hypothesis could not be valid in cases without rotation. In the present paper analysing the particle diffusion rather than just the velocity correlations we can further restrict the validity of this hypothesis to pure rotation only. Furthermore, in § III C we discuss whether RDT/SCH is valid after all.
τ -régimes are of very different natures in pure stratification and pure rotation: i) In pure stratification the τ -régime is the well-known random walk or Brownian motion that appears when the particle has been diffusing for longer than the turbulence characteristic time, it is independent of N and always appears at a time that scales with L/u ′ .
ii) In pure rotation the τ -régime is not non-linear or random walk by nature, it is independent of the turbulence characteristic time and appears when the particle has been diffusing for longer than 1/Ω as predicted by (28). To avoid confusion we will refer to this régime as the rotation-τ -régime.
Having that picture in mind it is then easier to understand the main pattern of one-particle horizontal diffusion in a turbulent stratified and rotating flow as illustrated in figure 3 .
The ballistic régime yielding a τ 2 -law is a common feature in particle diffusion at very small times. It results from the first term of a Taylor expansion of the diffusion as discussed for instance in [18] for stratified turbulence.
In this régime:
where u h is a velocity scale function of turbulence parameters. This common ballistic régime will end when the ballistic régime for either the stratification or the rotation is ended that is when
In the present paper for the KS (and RDT) to be valid we need both
, so that the ballistic régime for the rotation component will always end before the ballistic régime for the stratification component. It is then safe to assume that there will always be a ballistic τ 2 -régime up to 1/Ω and a random walk after L/u ′ . That is after a characteristic time ignored by the Simplified Corrsin Hypothesis (SCH), therefore this hypothesis is not valid whenever N > 0.
We need now to discuss what happens when 2 is therefore a universal function of τ /t d , which reveals that in this stratification-dominated turbulence, the one-particle horizontal diffusion behaves in the same way as in purely stratified turbulence. This is confirmed in figure 5 , when rotation is superimposed on stratification, but B < 1 (i.e. Ω = 0 and 125), the one-particle horizontal diffusion barely changes its pattern from the one in purely stratified turbulence. The effect of the superimposed rotation is therefore negligible, although the tendency to have a transition τ −régime between two τ 2 −régimes can be already observed when B is close to 1.
As Ω increases and B > 1, the diffusion in the early ballistic τ 2 −régime is not affected but this régime is shortened, it ends with the rotation ballistic régime which length was shown to scale with 1/Ω. This ballistic régime is followed by a τ -régime the length of which increases with B. This τ -régime is the rotation-τ -régime, it is not a random walk régime and in this régime the particle has not forgotten its initial position. So that for longer times (∼ 1/N ) when stratification waves develop, a pure stratification pattern -i. e. τ 2 up to L/u ′ and then a random walk -is superimposed onto the rotation pattern yielding that typical feature of a τ -régime in between two τ 2 -régimes as sketched in figure 3 . Figure 5 also shows that the superimposed rotation has no effect on the starting time of the random walk τ -régime.
In rotation-dominated turbulence, B = 2, the results of the horizontal diffusion are summarized in figure 6 with two different normalisations and in figure 7 for larger values of B. It is worth noting here that the two τ 2 -régimes, with a transition τ -régime were also observed in DNS. [11] found the same results for the one-particle horizontal diffusion in rotating dominant turbulence (i.e. B > 1) though they did not specify whether the transition régime was a τ -régime. When examining their figures, one can easily find that this τ -régime is the asymptotic line of the transition range. Although in figure 6 with B = 2 this feature is not very evident, it becomes more noticeable when B is increased as shown in figure 7. This explains the different patterns for B < 1 and B > 1. By definition when B < 1 the stratification is dominant and the mechanisms leading to the rotation structure cannot prevail so that the rotation-τ -régime and the second τ 2 -régime are inhibited. Whereas when B > 1 the rotation is predominant and the rotation-τ -régime can develop. Figure 7 shows that the onset of this régime driven by rotation is not affected by N ; and figure 6-a shows that it scales with 1 Ω . With the normalization adopted in figure 6 -a, all the curves collapse together in the two τ 2 -régimes and the transition τ -régime, therefore the non-dimensional horizontal diffusion < ζ of τ /t d in this later τ 2 -régime, implies < ζ
as already mentioned above.
The main results of having rotation superimposed on stratified turbulence can be summarised as follows:
(1) The time when the random walk régime starts is only a function of L/u ′ regardless of the value of N or Ω.
(2) As N increases (or B decreases), the transition τ -régime is shortened until finally it disappears when B < 1.
(3) The diffusion after the ballistic τ 2 -régime increases when B decreases. From figure 8 where B equals 0.2, one can see that the non-dimensional vertical diffusion < ζ 2 3 > N 2 /u ′ 2 is a universal function of N 2π τ , which shows that the oneparticle vertical diffusion in this turbulence also behaves as in purely stratified turbulence. The diffusion pattern does not change very much, the difference is hardly discernable apart from the first loop of the oscillations where the diffusion sometimes shows higher or lower values than the case without rotation.
The superimposed rotation makes a distinctive difference only when the turbulence becomes rotationdominated, B > 1. Figure 9 shows that as Ω increases, the amplitude of the plateau is reduced, moreover, the starting time of the plateau is moved forwards. It is also observed that rotation has no significant influence on the diffusion in the ballistic τ 2 −régime except that the régime is shortened as Ω increases.
The results for the vertical diffusion when B = 2 are shown in figure 10 . The curves plotted the way they are in this figure show a good collapse in this rotationdominated turbulence case. Minor differences appear at the early stage of oscillations which only weakly affect Non-dimensional one-particle mean square vertical displacement < ζ the normalization around the crests of the first few oscillation periods. Thus the non-dimensional vertical diffusion < ζ
is a universal function of
Ωτ π and B in rotation-dominated turbulence.
Furthermore figure 11 shows that the Coriolis term does not affect the existence of a vertical diffusion capping, though it affects the value of the plateau. This is expected as the analysis conducted in [8, 17] in terms of potential energy is still valid (Coriolis force has no work), thus implying a plateau for vertical diffusion which must scale as
Even with a relatively weak stratification, that is B = 100, for large times the diffusion pattern has been changed into a pure stratification pattern with a capping of the diffusion in the vertical direction. However, at smaller times it does not faithfully behave as in pure stratification. Instead, it contains an additional transition τ -régime between the ballistic τ 2 -régime and the final plateau. Non-dimensional one-particle mean square vertical displacement < ζ
′2 is plotted as a function of τ Ω/π for the same cases as in figure 7 , from bottom to top N = 2000, 500, 100, 10, and 0.
The beginning of the plateau is governed by the stratification and scales with 1 N , whereas the transition τ -régime as already mentioned for the horizontal diffusion is an effect of the rotation and its beginning scales with 1 Ω provided that both effects can co-exist that is 1 Ω < 1 N or B > 1. As N increases, the rotation-τ -régime decreases until it completely disappears when B < 1, and the diffusion then follows a pure stratification pattern. Meanwhile, the amplitude of the plateau is decreased as N increases.
It is important to point out here the reason why turbulent parameter values such as Ω = 500, L = 1 and u ′ = 0.35 (that is Ro = 0.00035) have been chosen in this study. In rotating turbulence with weak stratification, e.g. B = F r/Ro = 100, the diffusion in the vertical direction behaves as in pure stratification. Only with very small values of the Rossby number can one have small enough Froude numbers to make the RDT on which our KS model is based valid. Figure 12 describes the effect of rotation on the vertical diffusion.
• In any case as already mentioned for N τ ≫ 1 a plateau is observed in accordance with the principle of energy conservation.
• A ballistic régime is observed when both stratification and rotation ballistic régimes co-exist that is up to τ = min(Ω −1 , N −1 ).
• When stratification is dominant (B < 1), the plateau is reached before the rotation waves can develop so that the rotation has no effect on the vertical diffusion.
• When rotation is dominant (B > 1), the rotation-τ -régime develops before stratification waves so that the plateau is lowered and a function of both Ω and N . 
C. Is RDT/SCH valid after all?
We have seen that the RDT/SCH is not valid whenever there is some stratification. This is because the Brownian motion that exists in the horizontal direction is not predicted in the RDT/SCH. In the light of this shortcoming it is worth looking back at what was meant here earlier or in [2, 12] when it was said that SCH is valid for pure rotation. The criteria was the comparison with Lagrangian DNS results: SCH is valid in that sense that it predicts the right Lagrangian results.
But superimposing rotation and stratification had made it clear that there are two t-régimes corresponding to two different physics: one due to the wave dynamics (at small time), one corresponding to an actual Brownian motion due to velocity decorrelation (at large time). SCH has only one of the two physics, so it is not in that sense valid because one would expect in a turbulent régime velocity decorrelation to occur eventually, and an actual Brownian motion to exist even with pure rotation.
It is just fortunate that in Lagrangian terms it is not possible, in pure rotation, to discriminate between the two mechanisms. The first mechanism (wave dynamics) is not valid after a turn over time and should be replaced by a Brownian mechanism. The two wrongs of the SCH:
• not having any information about the Brownian mechanism
• carrying on the first mechanism after the turbulence turn over time (or decorrelation) make a right and in Lagrangian terms the SCH prediction is accurate.
The case B = 1 is illuminating in that respect as it can show that the Brownian mechanism is always there, even in the vertical direction when there is stratification. Indeed for B = 1 there is no phase mixing and results in [12] show that there is an effect of the non-linear terms. In this case, there is a discrepancy between RDT/SCH and DNS or KS. The discrepancy between DNS and RDT/SCH indicates the presence of the velocity decorrelation, which cannot be discriminated from phase mixing in other cases. The comparison with KS also shows that KS does incorporate the velocity decorrelation. (However, in [12] DNS and KS seem to lose their accuracy at t > L/u ′ as then the vertical diffusion increases whereas according to the energy argument it should be constant for ever.)
D. Role of spatial structures
KS for stratified turbulence as it is generated in this paper ( § II) does not contain any information about spatial structures such as layers or columns that are observed respectively for stratified turbulence and rotating turbulence recent and higher-resolution results of such structures can be found in [12] . So how important are these structures in the prediction of particles' diffusion? First what matters in Lagrangian tracking is Lagrangian correlations not Eulerian's ones. So it is necessary to get accurate Lagrangian velocity correlation. Comparisons with DNS [2, 12] show that the KS without the Eulerian structures predicts accurately the diffusion for one and two particles for stratified, rotating, and stratified and rotating turbulence.
We refer the reader to [12] for a detail analysis of the poor impact of spatial structures on the particle diffusion. Here, we want to emphasise that layered-structures cannot explain the main feature of diffusion in stratified turbulence that is that the vertical diffusion exhibits a plateau when N τ > 1. Indeed the energy argument that N 2 < ζ 2 (τ ) > must be bounded is valid with or without rotation as the Coriolis force does not work. Therefore whatever B finite there exists a plateau irrespective of the Eulerian spatial structures predominantly layer-like or column-like or neither when B = 1.
We can conclude that linear time-oscillations that are contained in KS are necessary and sufficient to predict accurately particle's diffusion in stratified and/or rotating turbulence, whereas Eulerian structures such as layers or columns are neither sufficient nor necessary.
IV. TWO-PARTICLE DIFFUSION IN STRATIFIED AND ROTATING TURBULENCE
In this section, two-particle diffusion is investigated when there is stratification and rotation. We do not discuss here as to the capacity of KS to model two-particle diffusion in general. In particular, we do not comment on the effect of having no explicit sweeping mechanism in our model. The validity of our results is supported by previous research e. g. [19] , [22] for two-particles and in [10] , [16] who compare KS and experimental results of muti-particle diffusion. All these studies support the use of KS when L/η < 10 4 , (in this paper L/η < 100). As to the reasons for extending an isotropic hypothesis (Richardson's) to the stratified and rotating turbulence we refer the reader to the discussion in [20] .
Pair-diffusions have been studied in [20] for the cases of pure rotation and pure stratification, in this paper we study the combined effect of both rotation and stratification. It is hard, without an energy argument to use or DNS results at large Reynolds number to compare with, to estimate the role the 'Eulerian structures' could have on pair diffusion. For vertical diffusion, when there is stratification we are quite confident from our comparison with [11] that the effect is negligible. When it comes to pair diffusion in the horizontal direction (or along any direction for pure rotation), one wants to see a Richardson régime and compare power laws. It is worth noting in this context that there are already arguments as to whether one can find a Richardson régime in an isotropic DNS. So we could conclude from the fact that we do not observe discrepancy between KS and DNS pair-diffusion for the cases in [11] that the Eulerian structures are not important for two particle dispersion at least for the Reynolds numbers achievable in DNS. Features shared in the same range of time by purely rotating and purely stratified turbulence are also observed when both are acting on turbulence. In particular, there is an early-time ballistic τ 2 -régime:
It can be seen that when B = 0.2, the two-particle diffusion in this stratification-dominated turbulence displays no significant difference from that in purely stratified turbulence in both the horizontal plane and the vertical direction.
However, when B = 2, the leading effect of the rotation in horizontal diffusion is to generate a transition τ −régime and a later τ 2 −régime different from the earlytime ballistic τ 2 −régime. Nevertheless, the diffusion in the vertical direction behaves as in purely stratified turbulence, i.e. there are two plateaux in the vertical diffusion (not shown here). In the final τ −régime as shown in figures 13 and 14 the non-dimensional mean square horizontal diffusion < ∆ r h (τ ) 2 > /L 2 is found to be a universal function of τ /t d for both B = 0.2 and B = 2.
The two-particle horizontal diffusion at the intermediate times is found to be governed by the locality-in-scale hypothesis. This is investigated in §IV D.
With respect to two-particle diffusion in the vertical direction, as shown in figure 15 and the second plateau are based on the same parameters as in purely stratified turbulence except that the coefficients in these scalings now depend on the value of B.
A. Effects of superimposed stratification on pair horizontal diffusion in turbulence with constant Ω Figure 16 presents the effects of superimposed stratification on two-particle horizontal diffusion at a fixed value of Ω. Before the pair enters the intermediate range of time where a Richardson's law could develop, observations similar to the ones made for one-particle diffusion (figure 7) can now be made for the pair horizontal diffusion.
One can see from figure 16 that the superimposed stratification does not affect the diffusion in the ballistic τ 2 −régime, but as N increases the diffusion is enhanced Non-dimensional two-particle mean square relative separation in vertical direction
′2 is plotted as a function of τ Ω/π for the same cases as in figure 16 , from bottom to top N = 2000, 500, 100, 10, and 0.
in the subsequent régimes compared with the case without stratification. Furthermore, as the stratification gets stronger the transition τ −régime becomes shorter until it finally disappears or is hardly observed when the stratification becomes dominant.
The final random walk τ −régime for the two-particle diffusion can only be observed when the stratification is strong (see figure 16 ). As N decreases this régime is delayed and could not be reached for B ≥ 10. As a result the diffusion at intermediate times is not displayed completely. Since the Rossby number considered here is very small, Ro = 0.00035, it would require a much longer simulation time to reach the final random walk régime. In the vertical direction, figure 17 shows that even a very weak stratification can lead to a diffusion pattern dramatically different from the one in purely rotating turbulence. After a certain time the diffusion is capped and a plateau appears, as it would for pure stratified turbulence. If N is large enough a second plateau can also be observed.
The figure also shows that when N is very small, that is B ≫ 1, the diffusion behaves as in pure rotation for a certain period of time,with a τ −régime followed by the first plateau. When rotation is an overwhelmingly dominant factor of the turbulence, the ballistic τ 2 −régime finishes at a time independent of N but function of Ω. Nevertheless, the times when the first plateau starts and stops are determined by N rather than Ω; a smaller N corresponds to a later appearance and a later termination of the first plateau.
As N increases the τ −régime gets shorter until it finally disappears when the stratification becomes dominant, and the diffusion then follows a pure stratification pattern. Furthermore, an increment of N only slightly reduces the diffusion in the ballistic τ 2 −régime but considerably decreases the levels of the two plateaux.
With the parameters chosen here, one can only observe the second plateau in the case of N = 2000. Provided that enough computation time is available the second plateau can be obtained for all the cases except N = 10 as in this case the Froude number is not small enough to make the KS model valid for such a long time. Non-dimensional two-particle mean square relative separation in vertical direction
′2 is plotted as a function of τ N/2π for the same cases as in figure 18 , from top to bottom Ω = 0, 125, 500 and 2500. Figures 18 and 19 illustrate the effects of superimposed rotation on the two-particle diffusion in turbulence with a fixed value of N . In the horizontal diffusion, if the rotation is weak that is B < 1, the diffusion is slightly affected. As Ω increases, a more obvious transition τ −régime arises and shifts to an earlier time. In the mean time, the diffusion is reduced, and the final τ −régime is postponed until there is no such régime observed in the case of Ω = 2500. It is also shown that the introduction of rotation has no effect on the diffusion in the ballistic τ 2 −régime but shortens it, furthermore, the later τ 2 −régime also finishes at a time independent of Ω but a function of L/u ′ . As for the diffusion in the vertical direction, it is shown that a weak rotation can not alter the diffusion very much until it becomes dominant over stratification, i.e. B > 1.
As Ω increases, the diffusion in the ballistic τ 2 −régime is not affected significantly, by contrast the levels of the two plateaux are further decreased. Meanwhile, the first plateau starts earlier but finishes at a later time and as a consequence the second plateau's appearance is postponed.
D. Investigation of the locality-in-scale hypothesis
As shown in figures 20 and 21, the two-particle horizontal diffusion in the intermediate range of times is found to be governed by Richardson's four-third diffusivity law. For a given value of B, Richardson's coefficient β h is an increasing function of ∆ 0 /η, and the law is valid in a range determined by L/η and ∆ 0 /η.
Here as well the identical effects of stratification and rotation on turbulence pair diffusion will be retrieved when both are present at the same time. In particular, whatever the value of B, rotation and stratification's overall effect is to decrease the diffusion and improve the locality assumption.
More can be deduced on the locality-in-scale hypothesis and Richardson's diffusivity law in rotating and stratified turbulence. It can be seen that in figure 20 , at a fixed value of B and ∆ 0 /η all the curves collapse with the line representing Richardson's four-third diffusivity law regardless of the turbulent parameters L, u ′ , η, N or Ω. This means that at a given B and ∆ 0 /η, Richardson's coefficient β h does not depend on the turbulent parameters, whereas the range χ h depends on L/η. Figure 22 shows the effect of the initial separation on β h for B = 0.2 and 2. Whether B equals 2 or 0.2, for a given value of ∆ 0 /η, the variation of β h in Richardson's four-third range is negligible, it can hence be treated as a δ-independent coefficient that increases with ∆ 0 , the locality-in-scale hypothesis then applies to any initial separation. It can also be seen that χ h decreases with ∆ 0 /η when ∆ 0 /η > 1.
Comparing figure 20-a and -b, that is B = 0.2 and 2, one can see that the value of β h differs, which implies that at a constant ∆ 0 /η, β h is only a function of B.
As shown in figure 21 , as B increases the value of β h is reduced compared with the case without rotation. However B has no significant effect on χ h .
So to summarize Richardson's coefficient β h is ∆ 0 -dependent. Its value increases with ∆ 0 /η but decreases with B. Whilst χ h is independent of B and determined by L/η and ∆ 0 /η, it increases with L/η and decreases with ∆ 0 /η when ∆ 0 /η > 1. 
V. CONCLUSION
In the paper we use KS coupled with Rapid Distortion Theory to model one and two-particle diffusion in turbulence with stratification and rotation. We show that the simplified Corrsin hypothesis introduced in [2] has to be restricted to pure rotation only.
One-particle and two-particle diffusion is investigated in horizontal and vertical direction. For one-particle horizontal dispersion we observe four regimes:
• the ballistic regime when τ < 1/Ω
• a intermediary τ -regime which is not the random walk
• followed by a τ 2 -regime up to τ ≃ L/u ′ • and finally the random walk τ -regime when τ > L/u ′ For one-particle vertical diffusion the effect of rotation is to lower the diffusion's plateau. A plateau is always observed as soon as there is stratification in accordance with the principle of energy conservation. We conclude that the Eulerian spatial structure that exists in real flows but not in KS plays a minor role in the vertical capping observed in stratified flows.
When considering two-particle diffusion, adding rotation to stratification has the same effect in the ballistic regime as the one observed for one-particle. I.e. it introduces an intermediary τ -regime which delays all the subsequent regimes.
We analyse the locality-in-scale hypothesis in the intermediary range of times and adopt [19] 's approach to study β h as a function of δ h η . We conclude that β h does not depend on the turbulence's parameters but on B. Whereas, χ h the range other which β h is close to a constant is independent of B and a function of the turbulence's parameters.
